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ADDENDUM NO. 2
Date:

April 23, 2015

Project Name:

Alberta Revitalization Infrastructure Project Phase 1B
for the City of Tuscaloosa

City Project Number:
WA Project Number:

A12-1324
12-100

This addendum to original drawings and specifications dated March 30, 2015 and any previous addenda
for the above referenced project supersedes all contrary and conflicting information contained in said
drawings, specifications and addenda. Said drawings, specifications and addenda are hereby amended
in the following particulars that are in full force as part of this contract.
Bidders shall acknowledge receipt of this addendum on their bid.
ITEM NO. 1 – CONTRACTOR QUESTIONS:
1. Are the truncated dome pavers for the project required to be clay or concrete? The City has
approved the pavers to be either brick clay pavers or concrete pavers of the type specified in the
details or an approved equal.
2. The permeable concrete paver detail notes Belgard pavers or approved equal. Can you please
clarify the particular type/style Belgard paver required for the project? Concrete Pavers shall be
as manufactured by Belgard, Aqua-Bric style pavers, or an approved equal. It is critical that the
brick dimensions, specifically thickness and drainage area provided between pavers, be equal to
ensure durability and drainage ability.
3. Is the AquaPave permeable paver as manufactured by Red River Hardscapes approved as an
alternate to the permeable paver noted in the plans? Yes, the submitted AquaPave paver may
be used as an alternative permeable concrete paver.
4. The bid schedule list a quantity of 1,500 c.y. of Removal/Disposal/Replacement of Unsuitable
Material but the Geotechnical Report references a total undercut quantity of 5,500 c.y. Please
clarify. The total quantity reflected in the geotechnical report is for all phases of the project, not
just 1B. The quantity for undercut should be as shown on the bid proposal form for Phase 1B.
5. Does the trench backfill detail for paved surfaces on C11.8 that shows stone backfill apply to the
utilities under the permeable paver portions of the project? Or is this detail only required for
utilities under asphalt and concrete paving. Select stone backfill of utility trenches shall be
required in any area where proposed utilities (storm, sanitary, water, conduit, etc.) crosses an
existing asphalt or concrete paved area. In areas outside of existing paved areas but under
proposed pavement (concrete, asphalt, pavers), the Contractor may use standard backfill (this
includes suitable on-site native material or approved borrow material) compacted in the required
lifts to 98% compaction as indicated in the plans. If the Contractor elects, select stone backfill

mechanical consolidated could be used, in lieu of, standard backfill in these areas but would be
done at no additional cost to the project.
6. Drawing E1.1, General Notes #1, reads that light poles and fixtures….and all associated
appurtenances are supplied by the City. Based on previous similar City projects there are
several items shown on the detail that did NOT come with the poles when ordered and
therefore are NOT supplied by the City. Can you please clarify the following items on these
poles as being provided by the City or provided by the Contractor: GFI receptacles, Wireless
Access Points, Cameras, Outlet Boxes for Cameras, IT/Comm Boxes and whether the boxes come
with the GFI Receptacle as detailed.
 GFI Receptacles - Upper and Lower (All GFI Receptacles shall be provided and installed by the
Contractor)
 Dedicated Circuit and Receptacles for the IT-Cabinet Comm. Boxes & WAP Locations
(Provided and installed by the Contractor)
 Wireless Access Points (Provided and Installed under a separate contract)
 Cameras (N.I.C. - Provided and Installed under a separate contract)
 NEMA 4X- 5”x5”x3” Boxes for Cameras (N.I.C. - Provided and Installed under a separate
contract)
 NEMA 4X- 5”x5”x3” Boxes for Wireless Access Points (Provided and installed by the
Contractor)
 IT-Cabinet Comm. Boxes (Provided by the City, Contractor to install. The IT-Cabinets do not
come with a receptacle in them. The circuit and the receptacle in the IT-Cabinet shall be
provided and installed by the Contractor).
7. Not every light pole will receive every item that is indicated on the pole details on drawing
E1.1. Is there any way to quantify which poles receive which details. The reason this needs to
be clarified is that the poles will be ordered to have openings on every pole for a device in every
possible location. Knowing that not all of the poles will get a camera, IT Comm box, etc., there
needs to be enough blank plates and bolts delivered from the pole manufacturer to blank off
the openings that will not get used on certain poles. All poles will be ordered with the same
openings, therefore, blank plates will be needed for each opening that does not receive any
attached equipment. The Electrical Drawings in the construction documents indicate the poles
that will have equipment installed such as IT-Cabinets, Cameras and WAP’s. Also, a pole
schedule has been provided as part of this Addendum to further clarify the pole type and
whether they will include Cameras and WAP’s.
8. Can we clarify the size of the MC cables that need to be installed inside the poles for power and
wireless access? Also, if a particular pole does NOT receive a certain device, please advise if a
MC Cable for that device will still be required. The MC Cable size can be 3/8”, 1/2” and 3/4” as
required for the electrical circuit connections. MC Cables will be used for all electrical circuits as
indicated in the documents. If Seal Tight Conduit are used between the openings for technology
connections (i.e. security cameras, wireless access points, and IT-Cabinet Box), the Seal Tight
Conduit “MUST BE” attached to the low voltage NEMA 4X 5”x5”x3” Boxes in an appropriate
manner.
9. Have the poles and arms already been ordered and received for this phase of the project? Poles
and arms have been bid under a separate contract but have not been ordered at this time. Upon
contract agreement with low bid contractor for this project, the City will coordinate with the
Contractor on their project schedule for ordering and delivery of poles, arms, mounting
hardware, etc.

10. Per Civil Drawings C8.1 through C8.4, are the coordination drawings for APCO, AT&T, and
Comcast available for review prior to this project’s bid? The highlighted conduit plans from each
private utility company can be downloaded via the link below. Some of these were provided as
hand sketches and highlighted drawings only. These were used to complete the bid conduit
plans provided in the plans. Each utility company was met with and the bid conduit plans
reviewed and approved. The bid conduit plans also include the conduit runs for the future
technology improvements and the required lighting system. This information is being provided
for reference only, but will have no bearing on the final plans. The final plans are the bid
documents.
Phase 1B Private Utility Company Info PDF
11. Please clarify if and when expansion joint material is required for curb & gutter? If curb and
gutter is being hand formed, expansion joint material will be required on 50’ intervals, at all radii
points at concrete entrances and curb returns, at inlets, at end of work day locations, and/or all
cold joints. Where curb and gutter is machined formed, expansion joint material is only required
at end of work day locations and/or all cold joints.
12. The irrigation controller specified for the project is a 12 Station Controller. There are 20 valves
in the irrigation system. Should a 24 Station Controller be priced and the project controller
specifications be revised? The required irrigation controller for the project shall be revised to a
Toro Sentinel Controller containing 48 stations. This is to accommodate the current phases of
the project and also future phases.
13. There are 2 different wage rate scales listed in the specs (AL-2 and AL-148). AL-2 lists the
construction type as “highway” and AL-148 lists the construction type as “heavy”. The wage
rates are different between the two scales. For example, an electrician’s wage rate for AL-2
“highway” is $19.73 with no fringe benefits and the wage for an electrician under AL-148
“heavy” is $23.50 with 13%+$6.93 fringe benefits. Please clarify which wage scale applies. The
Wage Rate Scale for “Heavy” AL-148 shall be disregarded for this project and only the “Highway”
AL-2 shall be used for the project.

ITEM NO. 2 – ELECTRICAL PLAN SHEETS & LIGHT POLE SCHEDULE:
The following plans sheets have been revised to provide clarification to the above questions and shall
replace the original plan sheets found in the contract documents in their entirety. Also, a light pole
scheduled has been added to clarify the pole types and whether the various poles include cameras and
WAP’s.
Sheets E1.1, E1.2, E1.3, E2.0, E2.1, & E2.2
Light Pole Schedule

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 2

_______________________________________

Michael Bradley Porter, P.E.
Alabama Registration No. 30442
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